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Abstract
The algorithms and the implementation of a new macro/custom cell c h i p
planning, placement, and global muting package are presented. The simulated-annealingbased placement algorithm plwxeds in two staps. In the fust stage, the interconnectarea
around the individual cells is determined Using a new dynamic intaroonst area estimator.
The second stage consists o f (I) a channel defmition step. using a new channel
defmition algorithm, (2) a global routing step. using a new global routes algorithm, and
(3) a placement refinement step. This strategy has p r o d u d placements which require
very little placement modification during detailed routing. Total interconnect length
savings of 8 to 49 percent were achieved in experiments on 9 industrial circuits.
Furthermore, circuit-area reductions ranged from 4 to 56 percent v m u s a variety of 0thplacement mthods.

1.

Introduction
The algorithms and the implementation of a new macro/custom cell placement
and global muting package are presented. This package, named TimbcrWolfMC. makes
extensive use of the simulated annealing algorithm Simulated annealing has been an effective al orithm upon which to base a standard d placunent and global muting package.
s The use of simulated annealing was therefore considered for the generalked macro/custom cell placementproblem
TimberWolfMC is applicable to circuits containing cells of any rectilinear
shapc Furthmore, the cells may have fixed geometry including pin locations (macro
cells) or the cells may have an estimatedarea with a spxified aspcct ratio range, and with
pins that need to be placcd (custom cells). TimberWolfMC also permits the custom d s
to have aspect ratios in a continuous or discrete range. Furthermore., the cells may have
several possible instances. whereby TimberwolfMC is to select the one which is m s t
suitable. The selection of aspect ratio and/or instance is guided by the minimization of
the Total Estimated Intaconnect Cost m I C ) and by the g m e t r y of the empty space allotted for the cell as influenced by the neighboring cells. TimberwolfMC places circuits
consisting entirely of macro cells as well as circuits consisting entirely of custom cells.
Furthermore. the program will place circuits consisting of a combination of macro and
custom cells. Consequently, TimberWdfMC is applicable to chip Panning problems.
The TEIC calculation is bassd on the exact pin locations, as opposed to assuming that all of the pins associated with a cell have a location equal to the center of the
cell. Consequently, all eight possible orientations are considered for each cell. A new
algorithm for accurately estimating the interconnect area around the individual cells is
used in TimberWolfMC. This algorithm has resulted in the generation of placements
which require v e q little placement modifcation during m after derailed muting.
The placement algorithm proceeds in two distinct stages. During the fyst stage.
the interconnect area around the individual cells is determined using the new, dynamic.
interconnect-areaestimator. That is. as each d is mved. its effective area is adjusted.
A simulated annealing algorithm is used to minimize the TEIC. The second stage of
TimberwolfMC consists of several executions of a placement-refinement algorithm.
Each execution consists of three steps: (1) a channel defmition step, using a new channel
defmition algorithm (2) a global routing step, using a new global router algorithm, and
(3) a placement-refinement step. The information obtained in step 2 is used to compute
the density of all of the channels, which then permits accurate interconnect-srea d e
termination. The placement of the cells is then r e f 4 in step 3 to reflect the requiredinPerconnect area A low-temperaturesimulated annealing algorithm is used to accomplish
step 3. Three such placement refmement steps are sufficient for the f d TEIC and the
final chip area to converge.

''

'

Total interconnect length savings of 8 to 49 percent were achieved in expeximents on 9 indushial circuits, in comparison to several automatic and manual placements. F u r t h m , for the 9 aamples. circuit-area reductions ranged from4 to 56 percent in comparison to the other placements.
The fust report of a macro cell placement program using simulated annealing
was by Jepsen and Gelan' An implementation of simulated annealing for floorplan d e
sign was reported by Otten and van Ginneken? More recently. another implementation
of simulated annealing was reprted by Wong and Liu for floorplan design? None of
these previous placement programs were able to handle a combination of macro and custom cells on the same chip. That is. these previous programs could not handle the
simultaneous problems of pin placunent, instance selection. aspect-ratio selection, orientation selection, rectilinear cells. fixed cell geometry, and placunent Furthermore,
none of these programs featured interconnect sea estimation. whereas TimberwolfMC
features two stages of interconnect area estimation. This enables TimberWolfMC to
generate placements which require little (if any) placement modification during detailed
routing.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some details of the general
TimbaWolfMC mcthoddogy. In Section 3. the algorithms for the first stage of TimberWolfMCare prcscnted. The algorithms for the second stage, including the placementrefinement procedure. are desaibed in Secticm 4. The expainmtal mults are presentedin
Section 5. Finally. the conclusion is the subject of Section 6.
2. The General TimberWolfMC Methodology
This section covers three aspects of TimberwolfMC which provide flexibility
and robustness to the general methodology and algorithms. The first subsection briefly
presents the basic simulated annealing algorithm In the next subsection, the key aspects
of the new dynamic interconnect-area estimaror are reviewed. The third subsstion d e
scribes the generation of the initial placement configuration. Finally, the last subsection
introduces the custom-cellpin plscuncnt methodology.
2.1

The Basic Simulated Annealing Algorithm
Simulated annealing was proposed by Kirkpatrick, e t al., as an effective mthod
for the solution of combinatorial optimization problems involving the minimization of a
function over many deof fraedom' Complete accounts of the structure and terminology of the TimberwolfMC implancntation of the simulated annealing algorithm were
previously published.' The algorithm is characterized by: (1) the generation function
gcnerae. (2) the acceptance function accept. (3) the updating function update, (4) the inner loop criferion and (5) the dopping criferion. TimkWolfMC uses several imple
mentations of simulated annealing
2.2

A New Dynamic Interconnect-Area Estimator

For macro and custom d s . it is usually the casc that there are pins on all of the
edges of the cells. It is thaefore n e c c s s q to allocate interconnectspacc m u n d each cell.
Failure to allocate the comct amount invariably results in significantplacement alteration
by the global and/or detailed routers. These placement modifications usually result in
substantial increases in total interconnect length and chip area, due to the introduction of
sizable empty areas on the chip. Furthe".
attempting to fmd the most suitable cellplacement manipulation is indeed a challenging problem. Solving this type of problem
requires either a spacer or a placement refinement algorithm'" since the placement adjustments are local in nature, suboptimalsolutions are likely.
Unfortunately, it is very difficult to compute the precise amount of interconnect
space needed along each edge of a cell without performing a global routing step. Furthermore, it is even more difficult to compute the interconnectspace during an intamediate point of a simulated annealing approach in which a penalty function is used to limit
the mount of cell overlapping. During such an intermediate point, it is likely that several cases of cell overlapping are present. This makes a channel definition procedllnv a y
difficult to perform Thus, while it would be hest to maintain a global muting of the
placement at any given point in the simulated annealing p m w q such a procedure is v e q
difficult at hest, and surely very cpu-time intensive.
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Methods have baen introduced which appear to give good results for the stofic
interconnect-area estimation problem" l 2 However, these methods appear not to he
suitable for the dynamic estimation problem, in which it is necessary to update the estimates millions of times during the course of an execution of a simulated annealing alge
rithm. Furthemme. the previous methods assume that the pin locations on the various
cells have a statistical distribution. However, in the prohlems of intercat here, the pin
locations for a given cell are either precisely known (macro cells) or approximately
known (custom cells).
My new algorithm for the dynamic i n t m n n e c t area estimation problem bases
the estimate on three factors:13
(1) The average nef f r m c . This is an estimate of the average number of interconnections passing through a channel. This estimateis used to derive the expected average channel widfh,rcprescntedby Cw:

where NL is an accurate estimatcof the fmd total interconnect length, CL is the estimate
of the total channel length, and fs is the center-to-center wiring track sCpsrati0r1.l~l5
(2) The position of the channel on the chip. In macro/cusm cell layout, it is
often the case that the shortest possible route is used for a ner Consequently.it would be
expected that the thicknesses of the channels would be greater nearer the cmter of the wre
area. This effect is modeled by multiplying Cw by a modulation function, whose value
reflects the position of the channel. This modulation function is implemented as the
composite of two modulation functions, one reflecting the v d c a l position of the channel
and the other reflecting the horizontal position. The center of the core region is set at x =
0 and y = 0, with the width of the corercprescntedby Wand the height of thewrerepre
sented by H.
The expression for the horizontal modulation function is given by:

where -0.5W 5 x 5 OSW. Note that f x has a maximum value of M x for x = 0 and a
minimum value of Ex for x = M.5.The expression for the vertical modulation function
is given by:

where 4 5 H S y S OSH.
The functional f o m for f x and f y were chosen based on the observation of
manual layouts of industrial macm cell chips. For two layers of interconnect, the channels near the center of the wre usually were approximately twice as wide as channels l e
cated near the middle of the sides of the fore, and approximately four times as wide as
channels located near the comers of the corr Consequently,typical selections are: Mx =
M y - 2 andE, = By 1.
Fiv channel edges are shown are Figure 1. E$e e1 characterized by f a . f )
E , and fy(ey ) B Edgefz is characterized by fJe, ) fy(ey ) M, My. Edge e3 is
) MxBy and edge e5 is assigned approximately the minicharafteked by f&) fy('
Ex
mum weight: fJex ) fy(%
(3) .The relative pin density of an edge. The pin dencity of a cell edge i. rcprcsented by d ' . is defmed as the total number of pins belonging to edge i divided by the
length of J g e i. The average pin density for the entire c h i t is represented by D p This
is computed by dividing the total number of pins (for all of the cells) by the sum of the
perimeters.of all the cells. It is then possible to defme the relafive pin density of a cell
edge i as a&, where
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The interconnect area modulation factor associated with the relative pin density of cell
edge i has the following form:
f r d i ) = max [ 1 . 0 . 6

I have definedf,#)

2 1.0 for all i, implying that at least some interconnect area needs to
be assigned to a cell edge even if the edge bas relatively few (if any) pins.
Note that factor (2) above must be updated each time a cell is moved during the
simulated annealing process. The CPU time required to update this factor is minimal.
Factors (1) and (3) can be determinedat the outset and stored
Each channel edge is bordered by two cell edges. Hence, it is approximated that
the interconnect area associated with a cell edge is one half that computed for a channd
edge with the same coordinate pairS. Let i now rcprcsent a cell edge, and further let kw
represent the estimatedinterconnect area associated with cell edge i. The values of xi and
yi represent the positions of cell edge i. The complete upregpion for the interconnect
area associated with acell edge i is given by t$
= 0.5 a C, fx(xi)fy(yi)f,,,(i)
(2)
From Eqn. 1, the expected value of e: should be 0.5Cw. Under the assumption that
f,di) 1. the normalizationconstant a is used to yield the requiredexpected value:
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Figure 1.
In the simulated annealing approach used in TimberWolfhiC. sufficient interconnect space between the cells is maintained by appending a border around the contours
of each cell. The area occupied by each rectilinear cell is represented as a set of one or
more non-overlapping rectangular tiles. Each time the amount of overlap (if any) is up
dated for two cells, the edges of each tile for a cell are expanded outward by an amount
given by Eqn. 2.
The respective outward expansions of the tile edges are updated each time a cell
participates in the generation of a new state in the simulated annealing appmach. Hence
the estimation of the interconnect area ateibutahle to a given edge of a cell is a d y m ' c
quantity, depending on the location of the edge at any given time. It follows that if a cell
is moved from a comer towards the center of the core area, then the effective area of the
cell will increasr Similarly. if a cell is moved from the center towards a m e r of the
core area, then the effectivearea of the cell will decrcasc.

2.3

Determining the Core Area

The determinationof the desired (or,tarpet) core area is dimcult since the amount
of wiring area needed cannot be determined prior to the completion of the simulated annealing placement algorithm During the course of the simulated annealing algorithm
the cells will he discouraged from extending beyond the core h~undaries.'~If the target
core area is excessive, the fmal aspcct ratio generated by the placement algorithm may be
quite far from the desired valuc On the other hand, if the target wre area is too small,
either insufficient interconmction space will have been allotted hemm some of the cells.
or cases of cell overlapping will he pmeat at the conclusion of the algorithm
TimberWolfMC uses the dynamic interconnect-areaestimation algorithm to dctermine the expected interconnect area required for the chip. For the purposes of computing the initial um area, in which the positions of the cell edges are not known,Eqn. 2 is
approximated by:

4

= 0.5 a Cwf,(0)fy(O)
(3
The modulation functions, f x and fy. are given their maximum values. The relative pin
density for a cell edge, rcprcscnted by f , in Eqn. 2. is assumed to have to be unity for all
cell edgea

Custom-Cell Pin Placement
This subsection presents some details on pin placcmcnt with regard to custom
cells." Pms on custom cells may be specified in several possible ways: (1) A pin may
be given a particular fued location. (2) A pin may be assigned to a particular edge or
edges of a cell. (3) A pin may belong to a group of pins which may be assigned to a
particular edge or edges of a cell. Finally. (4) a pin may belong to a group of pins which
is assigned a particular sequence ordering as well as a particular edge or edges of a cell.
The placement of a single pin, a group of pins. or a sequence of pins may he specified as
being restricted to either one cell edge. two cell edges, or any of the edgea
Changes to the placement of the uncommiffedpins, that is. those specified according to (2). (3). and (4) above, occur throughout the course of the simulated annealing
algorithm. AU possible pin locations on the edges of a custom cell require storage for
each of the eight possible orientations. Since the number of possible pin locations on a
custom cell can easily number into the thousands. the amount of storage needed would be
excessive. Also. during the earlier portion of the simulated annealing run, when T is rclatively high, approximating the location of the pins is sufficient
For these reasons, a strategy is used in which a specific number of pin sires are
defmed for each edge of a custom cell. The pin si- are approximately evenly spaced
along each edge. Even though the locations of the sites are stored for each possihle cell
orientation, the amount of storage required is modest due to the limited n u m k of pin
sites per edge. Each pin site is assigned a cupcity. in acc0nhn.x with the number of pin
locations encompassed by the site. During the course of the simulated annealing a l p
rithm a penalty function approach is used to discourage more than this number of pins
from occupying a site.

2.4

3.

The Algorithm for Stage 1 of TimberWolfMC

This section presents the algorithmic derails for the fust stage of TimberWolfMC. A simulated annealing algorithm is used to fmd a placement of the
macm/custom cells such that sufficient interconnectarea is allotted beoveen the cells and
such that the TEIC is minimized If a l l of the net-weighting factors have a value of 1.0,
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the total estimated interconnect length (TEIL) is identically equal to the TEIC. During
this fust stage, the interconnect area around the individual cells is determined using the
dynamic intesumnect-areaeslimator described in Section 2.2

3.1

The Cost Function
The cost function for the simulated annealing algorithm of stage 1 consists of
three independent hams.

3.1.1

The first term in the cost function: C ,
The f m t term is a function C I returning the TEIC. The Stage 1 algorithm

3.2 The Generation of New States
3.2.1 The generate function
Tests have corroborated the theoretical results which have shown that the initial
state has no influence on the fmal value of the TEIC.18 Hence it is common to begin
with a random initial placement of the macrolcustom cells. Each itaation of the inner
loop initiates a call to the generation of new states function generate. The implementation of this function is now presented.
() (
move-lype = Ri(1. 2.p ) ;
P Rj(1, 2.p ) r e " a random integer behum 1 and 2. such that the
probability of returning 1 is p. r = p 1 (I-p) represents the ratio of single

seeks to minimize this tam while driving the next two tenns of the cost function to zero.

The following terminology is uscd: (1) Nn is the total number of nets, (2) x(n) returns
the span of net n in the x, or horizontal direction. (3) y(n) IC"S
the span of net n in the
y. or vertical direction, (4) h(n) returns the weighting factor for net n for the horizontal
direction, and (5) v(n) r c " s the weighting factor for net n for the vertical dkction. The
function C1 is then given by:

3.1.2

if("

domly selected new location, represented by the coordinate pair (x,y)
in the core area (bounded on the left by ci, on the right by c below
by c b and above by ct). The coordinate pair (x,y)qresents%e new
location for the centa of cell i. *I
if( A i ( i . x . y 1 = YEs (
P ,Displacement of ceU i to (x,y) was accepted. *I
)elseif(A ( i , x , y ) = = Y E S ) (
r Cell i Is the focus of another new state attemps this time its orientation is changed to effect an aspect ratio inversion. In Figure 2. if
cell Cz is displaced to location (x,y) with its current orientation. a
great deal of overlap will result with the core boundary and with cell
C3. If the orientation of cell C2 is changed such that its aspect ratio
is inverted, no overlap will result in the new location. *I

The second term in the cost function: C2
The second term is the overlap penalty function Cz. The value returned by this

function is given by:

c2 = p z C o ( i . j )

cell displacemcnts to pairwisc interchanges. *I
type == 1 ) [ P Singlecell d i s p l m e n t *I
T = R ( I , N , ) . , P Ncisthenumberofcells *I
x = R( ci. cy ) ;
Y = R(cb,ct) ;
P R(k,l) returns a random integer behueen k and 1. with uniform distribution. A cell i is randomly selected for displacement to a ran-

0

i <j

where p z is a normalization constant The function O(i, j ) mums the total amount of
overlap area between c e b i and j . A rectilinear cell is stored as a union of non-overlap
ping rectangular tiles. Fonndy. the function O(i,j ) is given by:

lek1
where the rectangular tiles comprising thearea of cell i arerepresented by ti E (1.2, ... ,
7';) and similarly for the tiles comprising the area of cell j . The function O d i j ) returns
the common area between the two tiles specified as its arguments.
The normalizationparametap2is required since function CI scales linearly with
the grid size of the net list data, while function Cz is quadratic with respect to the grid
size. The normalization is performed when T is at its maximum value, that is. for T +
-, designated as T = T,. If the normalization is not performedand the initial average
values of the function Cz are substantially great- than the initial avuage values of the
function C l , then the simulated annealing algorithm will be c o n m e d primarily with the
minimization of the overlap penalty function. That is. relatively little attention will be
paid to the minimization of the TEIC. On the other hand, if the initial average values of
C2 are substantially smaller than the average values of C I . then the simulated annealing
algorithm will be concerned primarily with the minimization of the TEIC. That is, relatively little attention will be paid to the elimination of the cell overlaps. until T is relatively small. At this point, most of the attention will then be focused on the removal of
the infeasibilities. with the accompanyingincrease in the TEIC.
Nine industrial circuits were tested to detamine the value ofp2 which would, on
average, result in the lowest values of the fmal TEIC. The results showed that the lowest
fmal values of the TEIC were obtained when

I

A0(i

;

if( cell i is a custom cell ) [
for( k = 1 ; k S P u ( i ) ;k++ ) [
A,(i) ;
P A (i) returns the numbex of uncommitted pins
on &U i. This value dictates the number of times a
new pin group (or sequence) is selected for displacement to a new set of pin sites. *I

I

A 4 ;

I

P Attempt an aspect ratio change, within specified bounds. *I

1 else [ P Two cells will be selected for interchange. * I
j = R(I.N,) ;
if(Az(i,j)=YES) (
P A2 returns YES if the interchange of ceUs i and j was accepted. *I

I&(

-

PlC2 = 1) c,
(9)
at the highest temperatures (T = T,), where q 0.5. The performance of TimberWolfMC was not very sensitive to the value of q. In fact, a degradation in average performance was not noted until q was reduced below 0.25 01beyond 1.0.

The third term in the cost function: C3
The third part of the overall TimberWolfMC cost function, C3, is a penalty
function which serves to limit the number of pins in each pin site to the capacity of that
site. The foljowing notation is used: The custom cells are q " t e d
by j . where j E
(1.2. ... N , ] . For each custom cellj , the pin sites arereprescnted by s, where s, E [ 1.
2. ... ,N!]. The function C3 returns the contents of a given pin site, that is. the number
of pins contained by the site. Further, the function C3 returns the capaeity of a given pin

P The displacement failed for both aspect ratios; the next atteplpt is a randomly-chosen orientation change of cell i. */

3.1.3

I

I

I

A2(i.j) ;
P An interchange of cells i and j will be attempted again,
this time the orientations of the c e b are each changed to
effect aspect ratio inversions. For example, in Figure 2.
if cells C5 and C7 are intexchanged, a great deal of overlap
will result with the core boundary and with d s C4 and
Cg. However. if the orientation of each cell is changed
such that its respective aspect ratio is inverted, no overlap
will result in their new locations. */

I

site.
The function E(s,) returns the penalty which is assigned to site sj on custom cell
j . A n o n m penalty is assigned to any site containing a number of pins which is greater
than the specified site capacity. The expression for E is given below:
if C,(SJ) 5 Cp(Sj)

E(sj) =

(10)

{ Oc l ( S j ) - cp(Sj) f k
if c l ( S j ) < cp(Sj)
The constant K serves to ensure that the number of pin sites containing more pins than
specified by the capacity goes to zno just prior to the end of Stage 1 of TimberWolfMC.
In the actual implementation, K = 5. With reference to Eqn. 10. the penalty function C3
is given by:

Figure 2
(11)

The ratio r of single cell displacements to cell interchanges can have an important effect on the fmal TEIL. The normalized fmal TEIL for a variety of circuits versus
the ratio r is shown in Figure 3. The circuits contained an average of about 25 macro
cells. Each execution of the inner loop consisted of A, = 200 calls to the generate func-
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residual cell overlapping is the value of the penalty function C2 when T -+ To
0.
For a given value of T . as p incrcapes. the window size is smaller. This implies that
more local cell moves will be attempted, thus enhancing the probability of the removal of
instances of cell Overlapping. Consequeotly. the choice of p = 4 was made so as to o b
tain the lowest possible values of both the f d lEILand the residual cell overlapping.

Normallzad
Avg. Final TEIL
20%

3.2.3

Single-cell displacement-point selection
In the function generafe, when a particular cell is selected for displacement, the
new target location is a randomly-selected coordinate pair within the rangelimiter window. The process of selecting the new target location is paformed by the displacementpoinf selecfion function Dw This function selects only from a very limited number of
evenly-dispersed points lying within the rangelimiter window. Lct W,yr) and Wy(Tj
represent the horizontal and vertical spans of the range limiter window, respectively. The
value of 0.5Wfljdefmes the maximum distance in x that a cell's mta may be moved
in either direction. The function D, resbicts the step sizes in each d k t i o n to a set of 3
equally-separatedamounts. The step sizes in each direction arc multiples of,s defmed as
follows:

12%

SI

___----_-*-_-___________________________--~-----~~

To3
Figure 4
tion per cell. The initial value of T = T , was such that almost every new state was BCcepted. For each suceessive iteration of the inner loop, the new value of T was determined by: Tnew= a Told, where a = 0.90. Figure 3 indicates that values of r in the
range from 7 through 15 yield TEIL values which are within one percent of the minimum. This wide range gives robustneas to the algorithm
3.2.2 The range Limiter
The generote function is controlled by a range lim'fer. Large-distance moves
usually imply large values of AC. At low temperatures, only moves which approximately satisfy AC S 0 have a reasonable chance of being accepted. Hence. at low temperatures, the largedistance moves are almost invariably rejected. In order to generate
moves which have a reasonable probability of acceptance, these lmge-distance moves are
prohibited by the use of a rangelimita window. When a cell is selected for displacanent,
such as cell CI in Figure 4. the rangelimiter window is centered at (w.
yo). corresponding to the center of CI.The randomly-selectednew location for CImust lie within
the rangelimiter window. In the c m n t implementation of TimberWolfMC. cell interchanges are not controlled by the rangelimiter window.
At the beginning of stage 1. when Tis at its maximum value (indicated as T , in
Figure 4). the window extends beyond the core area, thereby allowing moves of maximum distance. Values of T are considered over a range of approximately six decades. As
Tis lowered (for example, to T2 and subquently to T I ) .the window span in each direction is reduced as a function of the logarithm of T. In Figure 4, the span of the window
is indicated for two intermediate values of T . namely TI and "2. As T approaches the
value T = To. the span of the window reaches its mini"value (as indicated in Figure
4) and this condition marks the end of stage 1 of TLnbcrWolMC.
Several rangelimiter functions were tested, in which each function reduced the
span of the window as a function of loel@)." In particular, ttsts w a e made for rang.limiter functions of the following form, where I 5 p 5 1 0

w y m =w,

{ e}

represents the window span in the x-direction at T = T,, that is. W D J . Furthermore, Wrepresents the window span in the y-direction at T = T, that is. WI(T4. The
value of was chosen such that for T = T,. the term in the braces on the right hand sides
of Eqns. 12 and 13 are normalized to 1.0. That is.

1 = p'"toc-J
A nominal value of T , is .
'OI
The smallest values of the fmal TEIL were achieved with p in the range 1 5 p 5
4. For this range, there was no observable difference in the performance with respect to
the fmal TEL. However, noticeably smaller values of the residual cell overlapping after
the completion of the Stage 1 algorithm were achieved with the larger values of p. The
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(15)

The only possible integers that can be multiplied by ,
s (or sy) to yield the actual
step distance are contained in the set I, = Iy = [-3,-2, -1.0.1.2.3). Excluding the SG
lection I, = 0 and Iy = 0. there are 48 possible points within the rangelimiter window
which could be selected as the displacementpoints (that is, the points to which the center
of the selected cell could be placed). As T approaches the value T = T& the span of the
window reaches its minimum value of 6 units (in terms of the grid size inherent in specification of the cell gcorneny and pin locations in the net list) and this condition marks the
end of stage 1 of TimberWolfMC. Thus, the minimum value of the step sizes s, and sy
are one.
The function D, has the following two characteristics: (1) With far fewer points
to be considered, it is likely that a displacement of a cell to most of the 48 points could
be considered for each value of T. (2) Much more.emphasis is placed on the cells making
large moves during large values of T and on the cells making comparatively smaller
moves for smaller values of T. That is. small refinement moves are not attempted at
high values of T . nor are large moves attempted at Low values of T.
The function D , was compared with a function D,. which selects displacement
points randomly from any of the points lying within the mge-limiter window. The
function D, yielded only slightly bettcr values for the final TF!JL. however, the average
residual cell overlapping after the completion of the Stage 1 was 22 pereent lower when
D, was used.l9
Additional Stage 1 Simulated Annealing Algorithmic Details
The i m r loop criterion in TimberWolfMC is specified in terms of the number
of attempted new states pcr cell per value of T. designated as AJ. The number of iterations of the inner loop for a given value of T is then given by:
A = A , N,
(17)
where NE is the number of macrolcustom cells. The effect of the inner loop criterion
was noted for several circuits containing 30 to 60 macro cells. In Figure 5. a plot of the
normalized average fmal TE%L versus A, for these circuits is shown. Note that for circuits of this size, A, 400 is sufficient to yield the hest results. In Figure 6. a plot of
the relative final chip BIU (following TimbaWdfMC global muting and placement
refmement) versus A, for these circuits is shown. Again, A, 400 is sufficient to yield
the best results. Also note that reasonably g a d results can be obtained for substantially
smaller values of A, The execution time for stage 1 of TimbaWolfMC is directly p
portional to A, The cpu time for a typical A, = 400 run was about 4 hours on a VAX
8650. Note that for A, = 25. the reduction in TEIL was 13 percent less than the best ICsults. However, the cpu time in this latter case was 16 times less than that for the & =
400 tests. While the A, = 400 case represents a substantial amount of CPU time., the
additional 13 p " t reduction in TElL often yields an additional fdchip area reduction
of as much as 10 to 15 pesccnt. From this standpoint, in the l a m stages of the circuit
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Figure 6
design process, the additional cpu time is usually justified. On the other hand, in the
early stages of the design. a smaller value of 4is more appmprkte
The function uphte(T) is exby

0< aCou) < I
(18)
T , = update(r,J = Told' aCoJ,
The cooling schedule uscd in TimkWolfMC was detesmined expedimentally. with the
following observations: (1) Three to five iterations are performed in which virtually every
new state was accepted and where T is rcduced rapidly from iteration to iteration. (2) After
having left the high T reghe, T was reducedsuch that the reduction in the avtaage TEIC
from one T step to another is approximately the same (3) When the avtaage value of the
TEIC is only slightly reduced from one T step to another, the control of T mtcrs the fd
regime where T is reduced more rapidly so that the value of the cost functionf d y conV U p .

The initial value of T = T , is chosen such that M
y every new state prop o d by generate is accepted. Tests on 9 industrial circuits showed that the average cell
area E,, including the estimated intaunnect area, was approximatelyProponional to the
value of T = T , necessary to obtain an initial acceptance rate of nearly 100percent For a
25-cellcircuit charactuized by Z,, = 104, the smallest value of T yielding an initial accep
tance rate of nearly 100 percent was T , 16. Therefore, to normalize for different circuit sizes and different grid sizcs, the following e x p s i m is wd:

-

T , = T:

4
5

where the selections of Z,, = 104 and
cuits. Defming

s,

=

(19)

T: = Id were made badon 2

2%
-*

5 4 industrial cir(20)

CO

it is then possible to rewrite Eqn. 19 as:

T , = SrT:

(21)

The value of ST is a scale factor for the simulated annealing temperature profde. taking
into account the circuit and grid sizcs.
Table 1 contains the data for a(To& as a function of Told for which the hest
results were obtained with TimberWolfMC. The entries in the fmt column indicate the
smallest value of (S, ' Told)for which Toid returns the comsponding entry in the second
column. For example, for Told 2 (S, ' 7000).
returns 0.85. It was arbitrarily
determined that approximately 120 temperature values were to be considered in a typical
execution of the simulated annealiig algorithm. Based on extmsive experimentation for
9 industrial circuits, the range of T from (S, ' 200) to (S,' 7000) most strongly influenced the performance of TimkWolfMC. The stopping criterion is satisfied following
an iteration of the inner loop in which the rangelimiter window has achieved its miximum span.

avo&

aCTo&

For Told 2

0.85
0.92
0.85

0.80
Table 1
The Algorithms for Stage 2 of TimberWolfMC
The second stage of TimkWolfMC consists of sevcral executions of a place
ment refmement algorithm. A placement refmemeat step is used to comct any (usually
small) inaccuracies produced by the dynamic interconnect area estimator. That is. if
insufficient space was allocated bcrwoen a pair of cells. then additional space is provided
as required. Or. if excessive space was allocated, then the cells are compacted as much as
possible.
Each execution of the placeinent rehement algorithm consists of three steps: (1)
a channel defmition step, (2) a glow muting step. and (3) a placanent-refinement step.
The information obtained in step 2 is used to wmpute the density of all of the channels,
which then pennits more accurate interunnect-area dctcrmination. The placement of the
cells is then refmed in step 3 to reflect the m u i r e d intawnnect area. A low-tempeanture
4.

simulated annealing algorithm is used. Three such placement-refinement steps have
proven to he sufficient for the fd
TEIL and the f d chip area to convergc The place
ment of the cells requires very little modificationduring detailed muting as a rcsult of this
strategy. This section prcscots the three steps of the placement-refmetmat algorithm.
4.1 Channel Generation
A new channel genaation algorithm was developed for rectilinear cell layouts
emphasizing the creation of channels which are more amenable to detailed monitoring of
the local muting congestion?' This algorithm enables accurate dctmination of the
space necessary between nearby cells. Traditional muting-channel generators have been
designed only to facilitate detailed muting of the chip, and are less able to monitor local
routing congestion.
Consider the muting channel defmed by the dotted region in Figure 7. Suppose
that a global m u t a assigned some n u m k of net segments to this channel, which is understood to follow the contour from a to h. With respect to this channel. the following
observations are made: (1) Compaction (or expansion) of the channel is performed by
moving the group of cells G I independently from the group of cells G2. where
G, = { c,. ,c, , c, } and G, = { c, ,cs 1. (2) The cell edges bordering the channel are
labeled E!, where i is the group (either 1 01 2) and wherej identifies a perdcular cell edge
in the &up. Note that there are four cell edges boldaing the channel which belong to
group 1 and five cell edges borderingthe channel which belong to p u p 2. (3) Note that
defining the c h l density (the usual congestion melric) is not possible since the channel docs not have exactly two parallel. oppoaite sides. Hence it is not possible to spxify
a single parameter which gives the expezted width of the channel.
A channel such as that of Figure 7 is suitable for detailed muting. However.
several disadvantages arise if such a channel is present during the placement refmement
phase. First. since there is no single parameter expressing a dimension to the channel,
this channel must be analyzed in greater detail. That is, a m htude f
bedalLVedwhichspecifythereq~spacingbeenedscs:El a' n d 4 .E,
Y-T?""artn d & . E ,
and 4 , etc. Second. if this additional analysis reveals that the spacing between cell
edges E: and E: requires adjustment( either expansion or compaction), such a changf
may o ma not subsaqucntly nexssiyte an 9justment of the spacing b e e n edges 4
and&.andpuhapbeenedgesE;1 and4 aswell.

9

s

I Y

In summary. wmplex channels such as that qn-cdeated in Figure 7 require &tional local wngcstion analysis, well beyond a simple channel d&ty dculation. Furthermore, mpomea to spacing changes may well higger additional local analysea a n d m
spacing adjustmnts.
On the other hand, if a channel is bordaed by only two cell edges, then it is
possible to specify a single parameter which yields the expected width of a channel.
Defming the track spacing ts to he the minimum m t a - m t e r spacing of the interconnect along the length of the channel. the expectedwidth w (for two layers of interwnnect)
is given by:
w = (d+2)ts
(22)
where d is the density of the channel. This expression is bad on the fact that channel
routers are currently available which routinely mute a channel in a number of mks t
such that t 5 (d 1 ) 2 l It is therefore possible to spxify the required spacing between
any two cell edges provided that every muting channel is b o l d 4 by exactly two cell
edges, or bordaed by one all edge and the border of the chi.
Consequently. in my new channel defmition algorithm a channel, M critical region, is created between every pair of parallel cell edges Monging to different cells such
that: (1) The span of the two edges ovalap in one (of the two) dimensions, in which a
rectangular region of empty space is bounded on two sides by these two edges. The extent of the empty space region equals the wmmon span of the two edges. (2) No other
cell edges intersect the rectangular, empty space region betweenthe two edgcs
In Figure 8. the placement of five ceS. CI through C5. is shown. Note that
C4 is a rectilinear cell having 12 edges. The mws-hatched regions in this feure indicate
the critical regions, that is. those rectangular regions bordered by exactly two cell (OT COTC
boundary) edges. The distance betwsm the two edges detamines the thickness (01c a p ity) of the vertical or horizontal channel. Each of the empty space regions in Figure 8.
laheled ri fori E (1.2 ... ,201 is a node in the channel graph. In Figure 9, the edges for
the fmal channel graph are shown as dashed lines. The channel graph nodes are repre
sentcdbyniwhereiE ( I . Z . . . . ,201.
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The pins on each edge of each cell are then mappad onto the cnresponding adjacent channel edge. This mapping is done by projecting the pin location papendicular to
the cell edge until intersecting the W n d i n g channel edge. In Figure 9. pin PI on
cell C2 is projected to location P, on the channel edke d e f i e d by nodes nq and "5.
Similarly, pin Po on cell C4 is projected to location Po on the channel edge defined by
nodes n5 and n9. The channel graph nodes are positioned (for example, node "10 in Figure 11) such that every pin on a cell edge is projected to lie between the two nodes of the
corresponding channel edge.
The concept of the bottleneck. introduced by N.P. Chen. is quite similar to the
definition of a critical region."
My new algorithm is somewhat more general in that
every possible critical region is identiiied,and used, during the p l e m t r e f i t step.
Chen's method assumes that two critical regions, or bottlenecks, will not overlap. Overlapping can occur if a critical region is created both by a p.ir of v d c a l d l edges and a
pair of horizontal cell edges. An example of this exists in the upper left wrner of Figure
9. where nodes ng, ng. "11, and "12 enclose two overlapping critical regions. In Chen's
method, either the placement is modified to remove the overlapping critical regions. or
one of the critical regions is ignored. The ignored critical region is that which is the
widest, based on the estimate that this critical region wiU probably be less congested after
global muting. Since global muting has not been perfom~Ayet, this can only be an estimatc In my new algorithm, all of the critical regims are identified and used.

Global Routing
A good review of global muting strategies has bcm publishedz3 A new general-purposeglobal routing al orithm which avoids the classical tvuting-ordcr dependence
problem was also
The global muter is independent of the layout style since
the only inputs to the algorithm are a net list and a channel graph (such as that generated
by the algorithm of Section 4.1). In the input to the global muter, each pin in the net
list has been assigned to a specific position on a channel edge in the graph, including
electrically equivalent pins. The global router d e s full use of equivalent pins to minimize the routing length of a net. The global muter minimizes the sum of the muting
lengths of all of the nets subject to the satisfaction of the copaciiy conrlroints of the
edges The constraintsresult from the fixed widths of the channel edges.
4.2

4.2.1

Phase one nf the global router

The new global muter algorithm has two basic phases. The f i t phase generates
(and then stores) M alternative mutes for each net The parameter M is typically on the
order of 20 or more. The algorithm attempts to f i d the M shorfest mutes for each net, a
task which can be accomplished readily for two-pin nets using Lawler's algorithmZS
This is an efficient algorithm for finding the M-shortest paths between two vertices on a
graph.
For nets consisting of more than two pins. I developed an algorithm which generalizes Lawler's approach. lhis algorithm f i d s the approximatelyM-shpaths on a
graph for an n-pin (n2 2) neL with the ability to handle electrically-equivalentpins. Results have shown that for nearly all nets of fewer than 20 pins, this new algorithm ap
pears to f i d the minimal Steiner length mute among the M altanatives.
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Figure 11
The phase one algorithm will be explained using Figures 10. 11. and 12. In
Figure 10. there is a five-pin net to be globally muted on the indicated graph. There are
Only four distinct pin p u p s . as pins P3,4 and P3g are elechically equivalenr The algorithm arbitrarily selects a starting pin and then intenxnnects subsequent pins in an orda
essentially determined by following Rim's algorithm for finding a minimum spanning
tree on a graph.% There is one main d i f f r r e e , however. Each time a pin is to be added
to the list of interconnected pins, the algorithm generates and s t m the M-shortest paths
connecting the new pin with the existing interconnected pins. Refaring to Figure 10, P2
was selected as the starting pin. The fist step of the recursive proccss selects PI as the
nearest next pinz'l The M-shortest paths between nodes PI and P2 are generated and
stored. In the fiure, the four shortest such paths are indicated.
The algorithm then sequentially selects one of the stored paths and recursively
interconnects an additional pin. For example, in Figure 11. the a l p d u n has proceeded
to where path number 4 is under considerstion. At this level of recursion. nodes PI.P2.
6.8.13.12.9, and 5 are all target nodes. The next pin to be inteawnnected is eitha of
the electrically equivalent pair P3,4 and P3s. The M-shortest paths between the target
nodes and nodes P3,4 or P3g are generated and stored. In the fiure, the three shortest
such paths are indicated.
The algorithm .painselects one of the stored paths and recmively i n t e M ~ e c t s
pin P4. In Figure 12. the recursioll has proceeded to where path 2 of the previous step is
being considered. At this point, nodes Pi. P2.6, 8.13. 12.9.5, P3.4,P3g. 21, 18. and
15 are all target nodes. The M-shortest paths W e e n the target nod- and node P4 arc
generated and stored. In the fsure, paths 1.2, and 5 are shown. Each timc a connection
has been made to the fual pin, the completed mute is stored along with its length. The
overall M-shortest such mutes are &ed
for umsiderstion in phase two.
4.2.2

Phase two of the global router

The second phase of the algorithm selects a single mute from among the Mi 5
alternatives for each net i, when i E { 1 , 2 , ... .N 1a n d N is the number of nets.
Note that Mi is specfied as Mi 5 M since cases arise in which f e w a than M alternative
routes are possible for a given net Lu it r e p s e n t the k-th altanative route for net i.
where k E 1 , 2 , ... , M i1. A random interchange algorithm is then used to select alternative it for each net while seeking to minimize the total muting length subject to the
channel-edge capacity constraints. This approach enables the global muter to avoid the
net-routing-da depenaenceproblem

M

The initial value of T for Stage 2 is selected which satisfies Eqn. 25. That is, a
solution for T is d e s y f”the following expression:

p = - 4hB106)
I

(26)

where L i s defmed by Eqn. 14. That is.
4%0“

p=-

4%PJ

Solving this expression for T then yields:

T‘ = p’%

I
2

I

Figure 12

For Told 2

C li(ik)

(23)

i-1

where yid represents the length of alternative mute ik.
Lct E, represent a channel edge, whexej E (1.2, ,Nch) and whereNch represents the total number of channel edges for a circuit. The density of channel edge j is
represented by D, and the capscity of the edge is represented by C,
A second cost function is defied by:
Nd

X

=

C

{ (Dj

-

Cj)

I Dj>Cj 1

(za)

j-1

X represents the total number of excess tracks required over all channel edges.
The Mi possible mutes for each net i are enumerated such that the k = 1 mute is
the shortesr That is, ii is the shortest mute for each net i. The f m t state of the random
interchange algorithm is such that k = 1 for each nct i. If this fmt state is such that no
capacity-constraint violations are observed, that is. if there docs not exist j E (1.2, ... ,
N,h) such that D, > C, then the algorithm terminates since each net has been given ifs
shortest mute with no capacity violations. If capacity-constraintviolations are observed,
the random interchange algorithm visits other states while attempting to eliminate the
excess congestion.
New state generation begins with the random selection of a channel edge E,
characterized by D j > C) A net i containing a segment using E, is then randomly selected. An alternative mute for nct i is selected randomly from among those characterized
by AX S 0. If AX = 0 and AC i 0, or if AX < 0. then the new mute is accepted, otherwise it is rejected. The slopping criterion is satisfied when either (1) each net has been
assigned the k=l route and X=O. 01 (2) the values of L and X have not changed for
M.N new state attempts.
4.3

Placement Refinement
A low-temperature simulated annealing algorithm is used to accomplish this
step. The placement of the cells is refmed to reflect the required interconnectarea, as determined by the channel defmition and global muting steps. These s t e p detamined the
required interconnect area of every channel. Since exactly two cell edges border each
channel, the spacing requ-nt
between the two cell edges is immediately established.
One half of the interconnect space is associated with each of the two cell edges. That is.
each respectiveedge is expded outward (from the interiorof the cell) by an amount equal
to one-half of the required channel width. These expanded cell edges are used each time
the amount of overlap (if any) is updated for two cells. Note that in conwast to the Stage
1 dynamic intaumnect-area estimator. the amount of outward expansionof the cell edges
is a static quantity for each execution of the threeplacement dmement steps.
The same objective function as in stage 1 of TimberWoliMC. described in Section 3.1, is used. The function generate has a much simpler form for Stage 2. New
states can only be genaated by attempting single cell displacements and by alterations of
the pin placement. The orientations of the cells are not changed during Stage 2. The aspect ratios of custom cells also runain fvled during the second stage. These latter two
methods of new state genaation tend to invalidate the calculation of the interconnectarea
associated with a particular all edge. More placumnt refinementsteps are required in order to enable the possibility of a convergence in the fmal chip area and the final TEIL.
Furthe“.
even if convergence is achieved. the fmal values of the chip area and TEIL
tend not to be better than the ease in which orientation and aspect-ratio changes are not
permitted.
Since the cell moves are very local in Stage 2. the range-limiter window must
have an initial s u e which is some fraction p of the span of the m e area Equation 12
dictates the control of the window size for thex direction. It is desired that:

p=-

(28)

1

This section describes the cost and generare functionsfor the random intarhange
algorithm. The cost function is represented by:
N

L =

lo T ,

In TimberWolfMC, p = 0.03 is used. This implies that the cells are initidly
permined to move 3 percent of the span of the wre. in any direction. Based on tests for 9
industrial circuits, on the average it was found that larger values of p yielded equally good
final values of the TEIL, but not bet-.
Of course, the cpu time required to achieve a
convergence in the TFdL is larger for largcx valucs of
The value of p had to be reduced
somewhat below 0.03 b e f a the average Pprormanccshowed a degradation.
The t e m p ” is updated by the function upda& expressed by Eqn. 18. Table 2
contains the data for arodas a function of Told which is used during Stage 2. The parameter ST is defmed by Eqn. 20.
Wold)
0.82
0.70

(ST010)
Table 2

For the f m t two iterations of the thrce pla“t-refm-t
steps, the stopping
criterion is sahfied once an iteration of the inner loop has heen PCrfomKd with the rangelimiter window at its minimum span. FM the third (fd)
iteration of the placementrefmement step, the slopping criterion is satisfied if the value of the cost function is unchanged for 3 consecutive iterationsof the iiuur loop.
5. Results
5.1 Dynamic Interconnect Area Estimator Results
In order to determine the accuracy of the dynamic interconnectarea estimatOr,the
fmal TElL and the final wre. area for 9 industrial circuits were compandat the end of each
of the two stages. A large change in the f d TEIL or in the core area would indicate
substantial cell movemmt during the second stage of TimbaWolfMC. t h d y implyhe
inaccurate i n m n n e c t area estimation. The results for the 9 circuits are shown in Table
3. The last two columns represent, rcspedvely. the TEIL and the ccm area at the end of
stage 2 divided by the values obtained at the end of stage 1. expressed in tesms of a percentage change FM the 9 circuits tested,on avaage there was negligible change in core
area between the two stages of TimberWoliMC. Funhcrmore. there was a minimal decreasein TEIL after thesacond stape.

XI
i2
i3

267
127
38
570
6%
288
136

10
23
18
62
20
17
17

11
Q

dl

d3

309
762
577

I02
4309
1776
837
665

6
4
5
2
4
4
4
2

Avg.

2.0
4.0
-1.0
10.5
2.5
12.7
0.5
0.5

-9.2
2.5
-3.8
-0.5
-0.5
8.5
8.25
-1.0

4.4

4.1

Table 3
5.2

TimberWolfMC Results
The performance of TimberWolfMC was cornpared versus various industrial.
university. and manual placement methods. The two criteria were the TEIL and the final
chip area The results for 9 industrial circuits of varioui sizes are summarized in Table 4.
No.
Circuit Cells
il
pl
XI
i2
i3
11
Q

dl

d3

33
11
10
23

I8
62
20
17
17

No.
Nets
121
83
267
127
38
570
656
288
136

No.

Pins

TElL

452

7431
12306
60326
121386
7043
254063
419608
37365
325457

309
762
577
102
4309
1776
837
665

Avg.

AKa

(xxy)

236x223
293x294
875 x744
2873x2751
614x699
1084x 1042
1355x 1433
245x305
3398 x 3298

TElLAKa
Red.(%) Red.(%)
26
8
11
49

14
18
15

46

56
50
4

t

19
13
23
29

31

24.9

26.9

t

t comparativeresult was not available
Table 4
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The 26 percent d u c t i o n in TEIL and the 14 percent chip area reductionachiwed
for circuit i l was in comparison to a placement method based on resistive nemork optimization?’ Circuits i2 and i3 were in comparison to the CIPAR placement and muting
package developed by Gould-AMI. The CIPAR muter was not able to route its own
p 1 m e n t for circuit i2,hence an area comparison was not possible
The 19 percent total interconnect length reduction and the 50 pcrccnt chip area
reduction was in comparison to a manual layout pufonned at Intel Corp. Circuit p l was
in comparison to a manual layout at Hewlett-Packd. Further, circuits d l , d2, and d3
were in comparison to manual layouts at Advanced Micro Devices. For circuits 11. pl.
d l , d2. and d3, the widths of the power and ground lines were not supplied. It was assumed that, on average, the widths of these lines were about twice a normal wire width,
and that these lines were present in every channel. The cpu time ranged from I5 minutes
for the smallest circuits to 4 hours for the largest circuits on a DEC MicroVAX 11.
Conclusion
A maao/cnstom cell chipplanning. placement,and globp1muting psckpge baaed
on the simulated annealing algorithm has been developed. A new algmithm for aocuntely
estimating the interconnect area around the individual cells is used in TimberWoltMC.
This dynamic interconnect-area estimation algorithm has resulted in the generation of
placements which require virtually no placement modification during or after detailed
routing.
The placement algorithm m
s in two distinct stages. During the fmt stage,
the interconnectarea around the individualcells is determinedusing the dynamic intcrconnect area estimator. A simulated annealing algorithm is used to minimizethe T E E . The
second stage of TimberWolfMC consists of three executions of a placement refinement
algorithm. Each execution consists of three steps: (1) a channel definition step, in
which a new channel definition algorithm is used, (2) a globel routing step, using a new
global muting algorithm, and (3) a flacunent refmanent step.

6.

The puformance of the package was compared for 9 industrial circuits versus a
variety of other placement algorithms. The average total interconnect length reduction
was over 24 percent and the average chip area reduction was nearly 27 pucent. Further2
more, for the 9 examples, circuit-area reductions ranged fmn 4 to 56 pncent versus a variety of other placement algorithms.
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